Be Care- Be Aware- Be Relax : 10 important tips
-------------------------------------- Supriya Kumar Chakraborty
* Where your children are going frequently saying that they are going to coaching center,
college or friend’s house, with whom they are mixing, give attention to these things specially.
* Do not give cash money to your children, rather you yourself pay necessary fee, service charge
of the university or college. You talk to a teacher about progress of studies of your child once in
a month.
* Pay sudden visit once in a week in the personal room of the children for inspection. Keep
special attention to the Laptop or computer, mobile, shelf of book, collection of CD etc. Scold
him depending on his age.
* Do not share car with any unknown person in the road. Do not keep more than one credit card
in money bag beyond necessity. Whenever you will face any problem please report it to the
nearest police station at first, if necessary to RAB. Any document may prove helpful later.
* If any household or electronics goods go out of order than in case of calling technician or in
case of admittance of sales man, insurance broker or a person giving solution to any problem like
Oja, saint, astrologer etc to your home take strict caution. If any one has come under the
reference of any one then confirm it by making a call. Remember a little caution helps much.
* Unless it is very urgent do not travel by bus, train or personal car in the night. Any undesirable
accident may occur at any time. Manpower are not available in the night.
* Be choosy about selection of life partner of love. Take final decision after analyzing family,
history of the predecessors, education, humanitarian and family qualities properly. Auspicious
marriage comes off once in a life.
* Avoid the colleague who has created problem in your work in the office or report the matter to
the proper authority or if you consider any officer / employee harmful or having wicked intention
in your business organization then dispense with him quickly.
* The things which bring disturbances in the family, like adultery, pass time with girlfriend /
boyfriend, disco bar, hot drinks-avoid all things. These things may cause great problem at one
time.
* Do not return to home late in night unless it is very necessary. Even do not allow your children
to come late in night. Be choosy about selection of TV program in the time of entertainment.
Avoid program full of domestic or foreign bad culture which destroy time and mind.

Foot note :
Only ten tips are not enough to bring change about caution regarding your family, personal life,
career, security of your children. Always consider what is good with your conscience,
intelligence, education. And avoid what is bad immediately. You will find mental peace and
success will sure. You will remain well certainly.
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